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Those who trot around the globe eventually see enough of mortar buildings, littered beaches,
airports and museums to avoid them all. Such vacationers are always hunting for places that could
offer more than just the above mentioned but sadly there are not many such places that offer such
solace. However, there are places of that possess unexplored worlds in themselves and one such
place is Maldives.

The island nation is located in the Indian Ocean which has been enthralling visitors with its
picturesque beauty and tranquility. It attracts more than 600,000 annual visitors and it is not just the
sun and ambience that attracts such large crowds. The main attraction is the other world that it
contains in itself; the world of reefs, 1100 species of fish, 5 species of sea turtles, 21 species of
whales and dolphins, 187 species of corals, 400 species of mollusks and 83 species of
echinoderms. All this taken together makes the diving holiday Maldives an altogether different world.

Diving is one activity that lures tens of thousands of vacationers. And diving resorts Maldives are
more than eager to entertain their guests in the same field. The sole goal of such resorts is to give
their guests the best diving experience ever. Its variety of marine ecosystems offers plenty of
opportunities to explore and vacationers are happy to do the same. In Maldives, also known as a
premium dive destination in the world, everything ranging from trainers, dive guides and equipments
is taken care of by organizers.

Diving is just one of the uncountable activates that the beautiful garland in the Indian Ocean has on
offer. Windsurfing, water skiing, jet skiing, catamaran rides, speed boating and para sailing are
some of the adventure sports which engages a visitor and set the adrenaline rolling. Surfing resorts
Maldives are special and unique to cater enthusiasts who just canâ€™t get enough of those waves
lunging for the sky.

Resorts in Maldives play a crucial role in making the vacationers trace back their steps after having
a holiday through their ambience, food and world-class services. Visitors have the choice of nesting
in water villas, resort islands, diving resorts or any other type of resort suitable to their taste.
Maldives resorts have the reputation of walking the extra mile to pamper every need of their guest.
Some resorts even treat visitors with soothing spa treatments derived from ancient Asian traditions
and local ingredients.

Moreover, if a couple enthralled with the beauty of the island nation on a whiff decide to walk the
aisle, even that could be arranged. Luxury hotels Maldives have the reputation to bring alive
whatever asked by their guests. So, a wedding setting with palm trees, white sandy beaches and
blue water as witnesses is not unrealistic to imagine.

And if by any chance, visitors have had enough of the water, sand and sun, the capital of Maldives,
Maleâ€™ offers plenty of options including The Friday Mosque and Grand Friday Mosque to explore. In
the budget area too, Holiday packages Maldives scores a golden goal by fitting in every pocket. So,
how about a dive into the other world of Maldives?   

About Maldives Traveller- It is a Maldives-based company which has been helping its global clients
in organizing memorable holidays since 2007. It has partnered with the best resorts in Maldives to
enhance the holiday experience of its clients.
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